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Grade 6  Second Term 

Dalal Al-Mutairi  instagram@dandash74 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

water cycle ¬ゅョャや りケヱキ degree るィケキ reflect サミバΑ 
experiment るよケィゎ temperature りケやケェャや るィケキ petrol キヱホヱ 
heat ラカシΑ measure サΑボΑ pipeline ゆΑよゅルぺ ヅカ 
blow  ゆヰゎ– オヘルΑ  mirror りへケョ export ケキタΑ 
result るィΑゎル straight ュΑボゎショ tanker るヤホゅル 

 

Main Topic: ( The Water Cycle - Oil ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Unit 7 
Science Data 

How does the water cycle happen in nature? 

The sun heats water, which changes to 

vapour. Then Vapour turns into clouds. 

When it rains, the water collects back to 

The sea … 

 

 

Why do scientists do experiments? 

They do experiments to learn new info. about things. 

What do they do after the experiment? 

They write down the results. 

1. Where is oil found? 

Oil is found underground or under the sea. 

2. How is oil taken to other countries? 

It is taken by big tankers or pipelines. 

3. What do people make with oil? 

They turn oil into petrol 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice ( a paragraph about oil ): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Oil is very important in our life in Kuwait. Oil 

makes Kuwait a rich country.  

   Oil is found underground or under the sea. First, 

oil is taken out of the earth. Next, it is put into 

pipelines and taken to the factories. In the factory, 

some oil is turned into petrol and sold here in 

Kuwait. But some oil is exported to other countries 

by big tankers. 

   Oil is a big part of our life and we should learn 

more about it. 

 

In 6 sentences, let’s write about oil using the passive and the sequencing words: 
First – Next – After that – Then – Finally. 

The Passive 

❖ Change into passive: 
1. My mother cooks dinner every day. 2. Mariam draws pictures in the Art Lesson. 

 

 

Dinner  is cooked  by my mother              Pictures  are drawn  by Mariam 
 

Topic sentence 

Supporting 

Details 

Concluding 

sentence 
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What does a life 
straw do?

Who needs to 
use it?

What would happen if people 
drink contaminated water?

Why don't we use 
the life straw in 

Kuwait?

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

bacteria ゅΑケΑゎミよ contaminated ゐヱヤョ lose ケシカΑ ヱや キボヘΑ 
chemicals るΑもゅΑョΑミ キやヱョ source ケキタョ Put off ほヘヅΑ 
Fortunately ドェャや ラシェャ drought フゅヘィ Put on  メピセΑ– ケΑルΑ  

invent ネケゎカΑ flood ラゅッΑプ Cross ゆッゅビ 
purify  ヶボルΑ– ヶヘタΑ  Light bulb ヶもゅよケヰミャや ゥゅよタョャや Energy-saving  ケプヱョるホゅヅヤャ  

fatal  メゎゅホ– れΑョョ  South Pole ヶよヱルィャや ゆヅボャや   

simply るヅゅシよよ North Pole ヶャゅョセャや ゆヅボャや   

 

Main Topic (Life straw - light bulb – Saving energy): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 8 
Science in our life 

Because we have 

clean water in 

Kuwait. 

People might be sick or die 

if they drink contaminated 

water. 

People in poor 

countries need to 

use it. 

A life straw is used to 

clean and purify water 

from bacteria. 

Why is it better to use the light bulb? 

It is energy saving. It uses less energy and 

lasts longer. 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

• We always use (infinitive) forms after these: ( will/won’t/might/could) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- What would happen if the icebergs in the pole melt? 

 There will be more floods and dust storms. The weather 

will be hotter in the future  

 

2- How can we stop global warming? 

 ☺ We can stop global warming by working together to save 

energy. 

 

She will  go  to school tomorrow. 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. She will start the project today.   [Make Negative] 

 She won’t start the project today. 

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• They _________ go to the park. It’s raining outside. 
a) will  b) might  c) won’t  d) could 

• Dima might ___________ pizza for dinner. 

a) eat  b) eating  c) ate   d) eats 

You change these 

modals into 

negative by adding 

(not). 

 

He might  eat  olives for breakfast. 
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Writing Practice (a report about Saving Energy): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

algebra ケよィャや ュヤハ cure アャゅバΑ hard るよヱバタよ 
geography ゅΑプやケピィャや marry ァヱコゎΑ bright ベやケよ ヱや ベケセョ 
interview るヤよゅボョ Physics ¬ゅΑコΑヘャや abroad ァケゅカャゅよ 
cancer ラゅヅケシャや チケョ prize りコもゅィ   

Chemistry ¬ゅΑョΑミャや sadly ラコェョ メミセよ   
 

Main Topic (Famous Scientists & inventions, Favourite subjects): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 9 
Famous People 

   Energy is important in our life. Everybody use 

energy everywhere. 

   People use energy in schools, hospitals and at 

home. We should work together to save energy. We 

save energy by using a special light bulb. It uses 

less energy and lasts longer. If you leave the room, 

never forget to put off the lights. We shouldn’t use 
the computer or TV for a long time. 

   Saving energy can help us to save the world from 

global warming. 

 

Topic sentence 

Supporting 

Details 

Concluding 

sentence 

My favourite subject is Geography, 

We study countries and maps in it. 

What is your favourite school subject? Why? 

My favourite subject is Algebra, 

We use letters and signs in this math. 
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What was Al-Khawarizmi famous for? 

He was famous for Algebra and for making the 

first map of the world. 

Why was Marie Curie famous? 

Because she won a prize in Chemistry and Physics. 

And she worked all her life to cure cancer. 

 

The Arabs invented the compass 

A.G. Bell invented the phone 

The Chinese invented the fireworks 

The Wright Brothers invented the plane 

What did they invent? 
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Grammar Review:  

 

 

We use question tags at the end of sentences to check information. It can be positive or 

negative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Writing Practice ( A paragraph about a famous scientist ): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Scientists work hard to help us. They do 

many experiments and spend a long time in their 

labs.  

Marie Curie was a famous scientist. She 

studied Physics and math at the university. Marie’s 
husband was a scientist too. They worked together 

to cure cancer. Marie won a prize in Chemistry 

and in Physics. She worked all her life to help 

people. She died of cancer. 

I’d like to be a scientist just like her! 
   

☺Helping Verbs question tags 

• Sarah is very kind, isn’t she? 
• It wasn’t raining, was it? 

 

 Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• He is a famous Arab Scientist, _____________? 

a) won’t she    b) isn’t he    c) hasn’t he  d) was he 
 

• That wasn’t the new film on TV, _____________? 
a) wasn’t it    b) is it     c) was it   d) isn’t it 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. They were walking to the club,_________________?   [Add a question tag]  

They were walking to the club, weren’t they? 
 

Question Tag 
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Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

receive メよボゎシΑ take part in ヶプ ポケゅセΑ communicate メタやヱゎΑ 
Look forward to ヴャや ノヤヅゎΑ goggles るΑホやヱ れやケゅドル really  ⇔ゅボェ 
final ヶもゅヰル championship るャヱヅよ boring メョョ 
racket サルゎ ゆケッョ volleyball りケもゅヅャや りケミャや Best Wishes れゅΑルョゎャや ゆΑヅぺ ノョ 

join a club ヴャや ュッルΑ ヵキゅルャや  subject るΑシやケキ りキゅョ   
 

Main Topic (Favourite Sports & Writing emails ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

          I will join a sports club this year. 

       People join a club to play sports there.  

 

 

Unit 10 
Communicating with the world 

Which sports are you good at? 

I’m good at playing tennis. 

I’m good at swimming. 

Why do people play sports? 

People play sports to be healthy and fit. 

What do you need to play this sport? 

tennis: 

I need a ball and 

a racket 

Swimming: 

I need goggles. 

football: 

I need a ball and 

football boots. 
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Which sport 
do you like?

What do you 
need to play 
volleyball?

Where can 
you play 

volleyball?

Who do you 
play it with?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start Started 

Play Played 

Walk walked 

have had 

buy bought 

win won 

see saw 

The past 

Regular V. 

When did you start school? 

I started school last September. 

Irregular V. 

❖ yesterday. 

❖ st week. 

❖ She is going to read the story tomorrow. 

❖ We are going to join a club next week. 

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• Salim ______________ the wall last weekend. 

a) paints     b) painted     c) paint  d) painting 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. The Wright Brothers ( invent ) the first plane.      [Correct] 

  The Wright Brothers invented the first plane 

2. We are going to watch the fireworks this evening.      [Make Negative] 

  We aren’t going to watch the fireworks 

I like to play volleyball. 

I need a ball and a net to 

play volleyball. 

I can play volleyball in 

the club or at the beach. 

I play volleyball with my 

team. 
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Writing Practice  

(Writing an email): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

ocean ヅΑェョ tourist ウもゅシ area るボヅルョ 
similar ヮよゅセョ forest るよゅビ grow  ヱョルΑ– ネケコΑ  

approximately  ⇔ゅよΑケボゎ volcano ラゅミケよ crop メヱタェョ 
population ラゅミシャや キキハ active ヅセル hilly メΚゎャや ケΑをミ 
capital ヮョタゅハ hole るェゎプ   

landscape ヶバΑよヅ ケドルョ smoke ラゅカキ   
 

Main Topic ( Beautiful Countries: Kuwait & New Zealand ) 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 11 
A beautiful country 

Dear Mona 

 

    Good to hear from you! Thank you for your last 

email. I enjoyed reading it .  

I ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾃﾗｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮﾗヴデゲ Iﾉ┌H デﾗ ヮﾉ;┞ デWﾐﾐｷゲく Iデげゲ ﾏ┞ 
favourite sport. I always play it with my friend. I need 

a racket and a ball to play tennis. I look forward to 

seeing you in school this year. It will be great if we 

are in the same class. 

    Write soon, 

    Best Wishes ,,, 

 

     Dana. 

 

How do you start an e-mail? 

✓ Dear ….., 
✓ Good to hear from you! 

Mona22@gmail.com 
 

How can you end an e-mail? 

✓ End it with “Write soon” 
✓ Best wishes! 

✓ Then write your name 

What can tourists see in New Zealand? 

They can see mountains, forests and active volcanoes. 

New Zealand is very far from Kuwait. 

Why do tourists visit this country? 

They visit it to enjoy skiing, swimming and climbing mountains. 
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Giving Directions 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Grammar Review: 

The Comparative & Superlative adjectives 

We add ( -er ) or ( -est ) to the adjective to compare things. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What can you see in a forest? 

I can see lots of trees. 
 

What do people do on a farm? 

They grow crops and keep animals 

What comes out of a volcano? 

Smoke and fire comes out of it. 

Where do you live? 

I live in Al-Rehab Area. 

 

Naser: Excuse me, I’m lost. How can I get to the fish market? 
Reem: Go straight on, then take the first right. 

 

What’s near your 
house? 

The Bank is near 

my house. 

1 small

smaller

smallest

2 large

larger

largest

3 high

higher

highest

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• This building is _________________ than our school. 

a) old     b) older     c) oldest   d) the oldest 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. My sister is the ( fast ) runner in her team            [correct]  

    My sister is two years older than me.    
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Writing Practice ( A description of a country): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

helipad  ヅよヰョケゎよミヱヤΑワ  causeway ケシィ experience りケよカ 
fortnight ラゅハヱよシや stretch キゎョΑ pleasant ノゎョョ 
Tennis court サルゎ ゆバヤョ link ヅよケΑ attractive ゆやクィ 
e-card るΑルヱケゎミャや るホゅヅよ Pearl diving ぼャぼヤャや ヴヤハ ソヱピャや kind ゆΑヅ 
fantastic ノもやケ amazing メワクョ comfortable ウΑケョ 

 

 

Main Topic ( A holiday in the Gulf Countries ) 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I come from Kuwait. Kuwait is a small modern 

country on the Arabian Gulf.  

The weather is hot and humid in Kuwait. It’s a flat 
country with yellow desert and beautiful beaches. People 

in Kuwait love shopping a lot. Yu can do many things in 

the modern malls of Kuwait like the Avenues. You can 

also visit the museums and visit Failaka Island. The 

aquarium is a fun place to go to. You can learn about the 

sea animals there. 

Come and visit my country and you will enjoy!  

Unit 12 
On Holiday 

What is Burj Al-Arab? 

It’s a beautiful hotel in Dubai. 

Where can a helicopter land? 

It can land on a helipad. 

This helipad is also used as a tennis court. 

What can people do in a tennis court? 

They can play tennis. 
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What is the 
name of this 

bridge?

Where is King 
Fahed 

Causeway?

What can people 
see or do on this 

bridge?

Why do many 
people visit 
Bahrain?

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Grammar Review:        

 

 

 

We use the present perfect tense with these two keywords ( yet  &  already ). 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This bridge is King Fahed 

Causeway. 

It links Saudi 

Arabia and Bahrain. 

They can enjoy the fresh 

air and eat lunch at the 

restaurant. 

They can go to the 

gold market and the 

museum of pearl 

diving. 

 Yet or already? 
has  

or + P.P. 

have  

 

 

Have you done your homwork yet? 

 

 I haven’t done my homework yet. 
 

✓ I have already done my homework. 

 

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• I have __________ written the letter in English. 

a) yet  b) but   c) already  d) because 

• We _____________ the new teacher yet. 

a) see  b) have seen c) has see  d) haven’t seen 
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Writing Practice ( an e-card about your holiday in Bahrain ): 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of the Second Term 

Study Hard  

     Best wishes for all,, 

     Dalal Al-Mutairi 

 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. I have already visited Dubai.   [Make Negative] 

   I haven’t visited Dubai yet. 

 

2. Fatma ( not make ) a cake yet.      [Correct the verb] 

    Fatma hasn’t made a cake yet. 
 

 It’s important to 
know the Past 

Participle of a verb 

 

 

Hi Shahad, 

 We’re here in Bahrain on holiday. It’s really hot in here. 
We spent the first day in the beach enjoying fresh air and 

swimming. 

 My mother took me to the Gold Market in Bahrain and she 

bought a beautiful ring. We also visited the Museum of Pearl 

Diving. Bahrain is very small but lots of tourists visit it 

everyday. 

  I enjoyed my time on this holiday. 

    See you soon 

     Manal 


